The “Hidden Rules” of the Economic Classes

Rationale
Each family, group, and culture has hidden rules. (Here, “hidden rules” refers to the unspoken cues, habits, and values of a family, group of people, or an entire culture.) As new members of a group learn the hidden rules of that group, they can increase understanding, reduce judgmental attitudes, and foster relationships between them and the group’s long-term members.

In the United States, most schools, businesses, and government agencies operate within the hidden rules of the middle economic class. Unless members of either the upper or lower economic classes master the middle economic class’s hidden rules, they are at a significant disadvantage in, for example, most school and work settings.

Objectives
1. Familiarize yourself with some of the hidden rules of two economic classes in the United States—the lower and middle economic classes.
2. Assist Deseret Industries associates in familiarizing themselves with some of the hidden rules of these two economic classes—lower and middle.

Potential Discussion Items
• Discuss a few hidden rules of the lower and middle economic classes being kept or being broken by others (refer to the Hidden Rules of Two American Economic Classes handout). (In order to find examples, perhaps you and the Deseret Industries associate can view a movie or read a book from the Feature Films and Books handout.)
• Together, make a list of all the hidden rules you would need to learn before you could join the Deseret Industries associate’s family.

Suggested Resources

Handouts
Feature Films and Books
Hidden Rules of Two American Economic Classes